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Combining scooped-out die-cuts with raised, shaped elements, two new TouchThinkLearn books

offer youngest learners an irresistible opportunity to explore their universe in a hands-on,

multisensory way. See the image, trace its shape, say its name: these modes of perception

combine in a dynamic way to stimulate understanding of essential concepts. Experience the number

"2" both by counting a pair of raised car wheels on one side, and feeling its shape on the other.

Featuring a format unlike any other, these groundbreaking books translate abstract thought into

tangible knowledge.
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This series of books is unlike any children's board book I have ever seen. The images are simple

and the raised and indented portions of the page are really helpful. My 1 1/2 year old has already

learned most of his numbers 1-10 from this book. We count the images on the left side of the page

and then trace the number on the right side. It is crazy that at just a year and a half my son is

pointing out zeros whenever he sees them on a sign, other book, etc. I highly recommend these

amazing books by Xavier Deneux that will help your children experience reading through touch as

well.



I've never seen a children's book that looks as awesome as this series.[Good]The art style is clean

and minimalist.Illustrates the concepts of numbers with both the symbols and number of items to

count.The design is great. For every two pages, one page will have an indentation in the cardboard.

The other opposing page has a portion of cardboard that protrudes which fits into the indentation. It

provides for a lot of texture for touch.[Bad]Some indented pages are not very durable because they

weren't sealed. Eventually your baby will be able to rip portions of it off.[Misc]This book series

currently has four books total. I highly recommend all of them.[Verdict]Pictures of this book isn't

enough to see how cool it is. You really need to touch and see it in person. Toysrus has limited

quanties of the series, as well as Barnes and Noble.If you're a graphic designer or you just

appreciate design aesthetics in general, this is a great book for both you and your children.

The binding is very high quality and the final product is very stylish and modern. I love the cutouts

and how each page has a second layer.At this time, I seem to enjoy looking at the multi-layered

book more so than my 1 year old. When he gets older, being able to touch each item on the page

will be great in learning how to count. This is great concept for linking a child's sense of touch to

counting. It's definitely more organized than laying out small toys to teach counting.

These books by Xavier Deneau are magnificent-- we have all four of the touch and learn books plus

two of the Jojo books. My children are fascinated with the books, pull them out and open them up by

themselves and really do touch the pages. The Jojo books are magic-- more for a toddler but still

great to introduce to babies. Buy these books!!

Very cute concept. Each number is on the right side of the book (1,2,3 etc) and on the left there is a

picture that uses dots (the snails on the cover is for 3). I use this book to teach my baby about

numbers (obviously) and she's attentive.

This book is one of my daughter's new favorites! It is so creative and fun! The pictures are so cute

and vibrant. This makes learning numbers fun. I would definitely buy this product again or other

books by this author!

We received this book as a gift. It normally takes weeks for my 17 month old to accept new books...

usually she'll let you read one page and then slam it on your fingers. With this book, she not only let

me read it all the way through the first time, but she keeps handing it to me over and over. She



loves to touch the dots and the numbers and tries to pull the dots off (time will tell whether she will

succeed or not.) The design is minimalistic, very pleasing to the eye. I'm currently on  looking for the

other books in the series.

The multisensory concept is great but some of the numbers have sharp edges. Our little one cut her

finger while tracing the number 7. I don't recommend this for tender skinned children. There is a

choking hazard warning displayed, and the book is said to conform to a number of safety standards.

I would not recommend this book for small children.
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